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AFTER ENLIGHTENMENT, WHAT?
by Tara

THE TANTRA OF TEACHING
The guru enters into the fray
The better to Enlighten.
Mixing in humanity
One needs to get ‘inside’ them.
(Least work and play beside them.)
How else ‘to know’, but feel their plight
To share the burden, bestow light?
Its taint oneself or stand idly by.
The guru is a sacrifice;
There’s little to do about it.
Knowing his light is darkened in their fight,
They’ll not hesitate to judge him,
Or heedlessly abandon.
Still, he must take it in good cheer
Equanimity enfolding,
Certain all will ‘come out in the wash’
The light will ever uphold him.
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A thought of the day in passing . . .

The way is the goal.

On this days except from AFTER ENLIGHTENMENT, WHAT? . . .
One's soul will be upheld in the end certainly, but not necessarily the egopersonality. This is a subtle and important distinction about the life after
Enlightenment.
Truth is, a full Enlightenment is a new beginning, and while putting it into
practice seems the obvious next step and teaching it the third; there will
generally, be fresh learning in all aspects and levels of one's being no matter
what one does after. So, some may choose not 'bringing it back' nor putting it
into practice, neither teaching it; but rather save such for another life and 'sit it
out' for the remainder of this one, or make some different choice . . .

Sometimes . . . it's not about the life.

After a full Enlightenment the essential fact is: one gets to choose and
create, whereas prior to it, such was minimal, if at all.
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